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About This Game

Signal to Noise is a music-driven action game. However, that does not mean it is a typical rhythm game. Taking inspiration from
some of the greatest classic games ever made, it's a high-octane hardcore rail shooter first and foremost that just so happens to

build itself in front of your eyes from any music you play.

Analyzing more audio components than any music-driven game before, Signal to Noise pieces together your experience based
on the dynamics, pitch and tempo of your chosen track, interpreting it phrase-by-phrase and crafting your experience on the fly.
Enemies, power-ups and the arenas themselves act differently each time you play a new tune. The game supports any audio file

or playlist, and can even be played at live music events.

Designed by passionate classic gamers, this game has what could be the strongest focus of any modern game on what made point-
pressing and competitive high score play in classic arcade games so strategically deep and satisfying. With an understanding of
this type of play unrivaled elsewhere in independent games, Signal to Noise has been designed for the players with the greatest

understanding of the game and greatest skill to come out on top in the leaderboards. Even still, while competitive play and depth
of mechanics is a great focus of the design, the game is fun for everyone that likes music and video games!

Welcome to the next generation of music-driven and hardcore arcade gaming.
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Title: Signal to Noise
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Solanimus Inc.
Publisher:
Solanimus Inc.
Release Date: 20 Nov, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista

Processor: Intel/AMD 2.0GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia/AMD 512MB

Storage: 3 GB available space

English
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This game needs to be given a chance. What the developers have done behind the scenes to allow you to play this game to ANY
song you import from your desktop is a very awesome feat of development wizardry. The visuals are fantastic and it definitely
does have that 'classic arcade' feel to it. It's worth the price, trust me.. Unplayable...what the heck IS this?!?. Very well thought
game. Like the idea to use your own music.. Only one thing to piont out that the health bar is kinda hard to tell how much you
got left. But a very fun game.. This game was narrowly a yes for me, BUT I feel it has great potential. As someone below said,
being listed as "early-access" would possibly make the game more attractive for customers who are on-the-fence because it
would show that no, this game is not finished (it really isn't), but work is still being done and it will continue to improve.

I saw this game at ECGC back in April 2015, and I can tell it has come a long way. What kept me from turning off this game to
play Audiosurf is:

1) The Playlist. I like not having to exit-out to continually pick songs.

2) The fighting\/danger. These features add to the challenge of keeping your score up, and make you feel like a badass while
your favorite song is blasting.

3) Space. I'm biased here. But really, the star-studded background mixed with the changing neon colors gives everything a
cyberpunk feel. Again, I'm biased, as this is my favorite genre and I can rarely find it in games, but it's still asthetically pleasing
and adds to the idea that music is freeing. Like space (as long as you wear a space-suit...).

4) Controller-friendly.

5) The penalty for dying is NOT your song abruptly ending; this is great. Instead you lose points, so you still don't want to die,
but the \/music never stops\/.

Now, the pointers that caused me to agree with the user below that this game needs work is:

!) Glitches, glitches, glitches. My ship going off-screen. This could be a huge problem for competitive gamers

2) The controls, keyboard or otherwise, on the Song Select menu and Pause just. Not. Working. ARGH this was definitely the
most frustrating feature.

3) The music skipping or playing over again for a few seconds before going to the next song. Although that isn't that big of a
deal for me.

The positives might outweigh the negatives, but that doesn't mean the game is complete, or worth thirteen dollars. Six-to-eight
dollars seems to be more of the norm with Arcade games (unless you're Hyper Light Drifter...). Either way, I believe Solanimus
has something great here if they continue to build upon it. That being said, I look forward to the next update, or what is next in
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Andie. Very well thought game. Like the idea to use your own music.. Only one thing to piont out that the health bar is kinda
hard to tell how much you got left. But a very fun game.
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I had a lot of fun playing this game. It's very colorful and I really enjoyed seeing the enemies moving to the music..
Unplayable...what the heck IS this?!?. CONSIDER THIS GAME EARLY ACCESS. It isn't listed as such, but it looks like the
game is still in development. Early in development at that. The developers have released some updates the last couple of months,
and perhaps the game will get better if they keep working on it, but as it currently stands I couldn't possibly recommend it. The
game has an interesting concept. I like the shooter aspects and the idea of the turns and boss battles. The ships look cool and it'd
be neat to see how they change the gameplay with all the different stats. Unfortunately the game really doesn't work right now.
A few issues:

- The only explanation of what you're supposed to be doing you get is the controls. There are powerups and bombs in game, but
no explanation of how they work is given.

- The interface is extremely messy. You use the enter key to shoot and to open menus, which results in skipping over most of
the menus. I died several times before I even realized I had because there is no alert other than the start menu popping up and
your score resetting. It also causes trouble at the end of the song or playlist because it's very easy to skip over your score
accidentally and not get to see it.

- Songs start to repeat from the beginning once they reach the end and then stop suddenly. This happened with both a single
song and after every song on a playlist for me. It really doesn't help with the above issue either since it makes it harder to judge
when I'm supposed to stop shooting.

- Achievements are very easy to get. I had no clue what I was doing and I only played four songs, but I've already got 58% of the
achievements.

- The scores don't make much sense for user-imported songs. I apparently got a high score playing them, but the game didn't
even list the songs anywhere. It seems like the score is based on how long you can survive regardless of what songs you're
playing, but I think that's pretty lame. I didn't try the leaderboards for the included songs, and I'm not going to since they
couldn't possibly redeem the game for me, but I'd imagine they're probably pretty dead.

I got the game in a bundle for less than a quarter but I honestly wouldn't even recommend paying that, let alone the full price. If
you're looking for something with a similar concept I'd recommend looking into Symphony. It's a rhythm game allows you to
use your own music and has both the shooter/bullet hell aspects and some in-song boss battles. It works a hell of a lot better. If
you're just looking for a nice rhythm game that let's you use your own music Audiosurf and Drive Any Track are worth a look
too. Don't waste your time or money here, there are better things available for less.. Signal to Noise is an amazing experience. It
needs some more polish, but the new tech is something to keep an eye on. I am very excited to watch this game grow! How can
you not enjoy shooting enemies, dodging hazards, and boosting your score to your favorite music? Pick this one up. See you on
the leader boards!. The most recent update for this game feels like it has done it a world of good, some previous bugs and
optimization problems that were present in the previous version have made it feel much smoother and less confusing. Overlay
works, my frames arent being sucked dry, and even the included music is still good! the inclusion of a tutorial at the start caught
me off guard for a moment, but it did help a lot more than just giving you a control scheme to look at before dropping you in. If
you enjoy rhythm games in the vein of audiosurf, I say keep a close eye on this title. There's even a fun little "live" feature that
you can make noise into your microphone to generate a track and accidentally cause a million spikes to pop up because you
laughed too loud. Give Signal to Noise the good ol' college try it deserves.. A game based on my own music and my music
library, sign me up!

I'm a huge rhythm game fan and when I heard about Signal to Noise and how I could use my own music library I was
immediately interested. The gameplay is easy to pick up and play and is very addicting. Though the game is not without its
faults, there have been random crashes here and there and have had some controller issues. I know Solanimus will continue to
support the game and improve on many of its features. The tech behind the game is very impressive and I\u2019m excited to
see it expand within Signal to Noise. If you are a fan of music games or want to try something new give Signal to Noise a try you
might find yourself getting lost within the visuals and your music for a few hours.. The brief moments I spent with tells me that
this game is barely playable and not even close to a recommendation. Artstyle and design is pretty cool, but the gameplay is
lacking (putting it mildly).. If you want to play music-related games, there are far better games out there. There really doesn't
feel like $13 worth of content here, either. Just avoid it.
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